
Starbuck� Men�
7790 Vaughn Rd, 36116, Montgomery, US, United States

+13342772360 - https://www.starbucks.com/store-locator/store/8604/

The restaurant from Montgomery offers 10 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average price of $7.3.
What User likes about Starbucks:

We got cake pops, pumpkin loaf, and the new key lime coconut bar! All were excellent, but the key lime coconut
bar was SOOOO freaking good , I wish I had gotten more than one. We also got 3 mocha cookie crumble

frappuccinos they were mind blowing delish!! ???? read more. When the weather is pleasant you can also be
served outside. What User doesn't like about Starbucks:

I ordered/paid a coffee for my wife and waited for about 20 minutes for the drink before I finally left all together
without the coffee because I was somewhere where I had to be. no feeling of urgency at this place. they will not
get my business in the future. read more. A visit to Starbucks is particularly valuable due to the comprehensive

range of coffee and tea specialties, and you can try tasty American menus like Burger or Barbecue. You have
the option to, after the meal (or during it), also relax at the bar with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, Also, the

drinks menu at this place is exceptional and offers a significant and varied selection of both local and
international beers, which are definitely worth a try.
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Snack�
VANILLA BISCOTTI WITH ALMONDS $2.0

Coffe�
MOCHA

Slushe�
LIME

Brew a� Hom�|Dar� Roas�
Bean�
HOLIDAY BLEND $18.4

Picke� for Yo�
STARBUCKS BLONDE ESPRESSO
ROSÉSTA $15.0

Drink�
DRINKS

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

Snack� &amp;amp; Sweet�
MADELEINES $2.9

Ingredient� Use�
COCONUT

Lunc�
TOMATO MOZZARELLA SANDWICH
LUNCH $6.9

CHICKEN CAPRESE SANDWICH
LUNCH $8.0

Ho� Breakfas�
BACON, GOUDA, EGG BREAKFAST
SANDWICH $5.2

REDUCED-FAT TURKEY BACON
CAGE FREE EGG WHITE
SANDWICH

$5.0

Yogur� & Custar�
STRAWBERRY OVERNIGHT GRAINS $5.0

BERRY TRIO PARFAIT $5.0
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Opening Hours:
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Wednesday 05:30-21:30
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